1st Architectural & Urbanism Conference

Subject: Requirements, challenges and strategies with a focus on architecture and urbanism in mountainous settlements of Avramanat

- Pathology of architectural education in Iran (The transition from tradition to modernity, the need to reinvent the indigenous and traditional patterns) with an emphasis on Mountain residence
- The supply of land, housing in Mountain residence
- Urban development projects, challenges and approaches to reform with an emphasis on mountain housing requirements
- Challenges and requirements of urban and rural design and housing historical and cultural continuity and stability of mountain landscape with a focus on Avramanat
- Architecture design patterns in mountainous settlements

The deadline for submission of abstracts: 2016 October 01
The deadline for submission of papers: 2016 October 15

Join Conference: Sanandaj PNU Conference hall
Workshop: Avraman Takht City
2016 November 17
9 A.M.

The Conference website
http://conference.pnu.ac.ir/kordestan-mountainsettlements
www.mountainous-settlements.ir

telegram.me/Mountainous_Settlements +988733770318 contact number